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Trustees Reveal Rece t Faculty Appointments; 
Board Elects Miss Der Hugessen Reveals DPs, Nersessian New Trustee 
Final Meeting Confirms 
Twenty-Eight Additions 
Following the final meeting of 
the Board of Trustees, President 
Horton announced to the college 
and the publi~ the appointment 
of 28 additions to next year's 
faculty. 
Pierre Emmanuel, well-known 
French poet and publisher, has 
been named the Mary Whiton 
Calkins Visiting Professor. He 
js the first person to occupy the 
chair since the outbreak of the 
war. Previously this professor-
ship, created by Wellesley alum-
nae in memory of Miss Calkins, 
who in 1891 established at Wel-
lesley the first laboratory in ex-
perimental psychology in any 
woman's college in the country, 
has been held by such authorities 
Jn their fields as Mademoiselle 
Nadia Boulanger, musician and 
composer; Alfred North White-
head, philosopher; Louis Cazam-
ian, French literary critic; Pedro 
Salinas, Spanish poet. 
Six new members will join the 
Art Department. Miss Diether 
Thimme, who has attended the 
University of Grenoble, the Uni-
versity of Berlin, the University 
of Goettingen, and the Institute 
of Fine Arts, New York Univer-
sity, and is now Assistant Pro-




Wellesley words are in print 
<1gain wi Lh the announcement 
from the Atlantic Monthly that 
three students have placed in 
their essay and short story con-
tests. Julie Norris '50 took sec-
ond honorable mention with her 
critical philosophical essay, writ-
ten for Miss Prentiss' 201 titled 
"An Evaluation of Fear."' 
Meg Eighmey's place essay, 
"Theater Backstage," was termed 
a merit paper by the Atlantic 
judges. Meg's material came 
from her summers spent as a 
member of the Group 20 players. 
Diane de Bonneval '50 wrote a 
"top prize" short story which 
was submitted by Miss Denkin-
ger, instructor in English 301. 
Atlantic Names Four Prize 
Categories 
Four classes of prizes are 
designated by the Atlantic, the 
first of \i,:hich wins a money prize 
of $50. Honorable Mention is 
the second class, Top and Merit 
papers follo..,v. Prize Winning 
and Honorable Mention papers 
are printed in an Atlantic sup-
plement usually published in the 
spring, while names of Top pa-
per winners are listed. 
In a letter to Miss Prentiss 
the judges named Julie Norris' 
paper the third highest in 255 
essays. A criticism was included, 
reading in part: "extremely we.ll 
written, a very thoughtful and 
penetrating analysi of the gener-
al feeling of insecurity in our 
times and particularly of the 
young people . . . She shows 
great wisdom, a reflective, phil-
osophic mind in dealing with both 
fear and the fear of fear." Julje's 
subject was drawn from. the "I 
Can Hear It Now" r cords, and 
particularly Mr. Roo evelt's fam-
ous words about the fear of fear. 
Eighmey's Paper is "Sensitive" 
Comment on Meg Eighmey's 
e say read: "this little sketch is 
sensitive, imaginative and deftly 
written. Creates a picture in 
the reader's mind." 
Diane de Boneval's top story, 
''The Angel," received the follow-
fag comments by the critics. 
"Sensitive study of a little girl's 
Joneliness in a convent school" 
... "The mother and the nun 
are very well drawn ... Hedda's 
ense of guilt is very sensitively 
understood and expressed." . . . 
"A difficult situation delicately 
and maturely handled. The tor-
tured mind of the child about her 
lying, and the nun's instinctive 
grasp of the lie are very good. 
The Polish background is exact, 
too." . . . "An appealing little 
story, sensitively conceived and 
. effectively told." 
Wellesie~ Professor Won j Students 
1948 Achievement Award Will Join' S 1 
Baclll'ach 
1'liiss Sirapie Dei- Ner~sian 
AA Plans Award 
For Best House 
"All candidates for the potato 
race please step forward." This 
announcement begru1 the first 
A.A. Field Day in 1 ·99, whose 
modern counterpart "ill be held 
on Saturday, May 21, beginning 
at 1 pm. 
The first ball of the faculty-
student baseball game at the end 
of the afternoon will be thrown 
by the famous arm of President 
Horton. 
The election of Miss Sirarpie 
Der Nersessian as the faculty 
trustee of Wellesley College was 
announced today by President 
Mi ldred McAfee Horton. Nomi-
1 nated for membership by the 
J Wellesley faculty, Miss Der Ner-
sessian was elected for a six-
year term at E'riday's meeting 
of the Board of Trustees. · 
Now holding a life appointment 
as Professor of Byzantine Art 
and Archaeology at Dumbarton 
Oaks Research Library and Col-
lection of Harvard University, 
Miss Der Nersessian served as 
a member of the Wellesley Art 
' Department from 1939 until 1946, 
and from 1937 until 1946 was 
chairman of the department and ' 
director of the Wellesley College 
Art Museum. She was a re!:>ident 
scholar in 1944-45 at Dumbarton 
Oaks, the first woman to have 
received this honor, and in 1948 
the annual Achievement Award 
of the American Association of 
University \l\Tomen was conferred 
upon her for her contribution in 
the field ofi Byzantine culture. 
The fourth faculty trustee to 
have been elected since 1923, 
when the Board of Trustees au-
thorized the faculty to nominate 
a member of the board, Dr. Der 
Ner essian will be the first to 1 
ha\·e been closely associated with · 
WelJesley as :i professor and de-
partment chairman. Mrs. Perry 
T. Walden, the first faculty 
trustee, who was an instructor 
in economics at Wellesley in 
1902-03 before her marriage to 
Jlaria OJ>a~now 
Cazenon• Leads Race 
Although the potato race. 
three-legged race, bycycle 1·ace, 
and 50 yard dash ha vc all disap-
peared from Field Day o\·er the 
years, A.A. will impro\'e on form-
er programs by awarding for 
the first time this year the A.A. 
House Plaque. A new Welle ley 
the Dean of Freshmen at Yale M 1- .1} S Pnh·crsity, is 1 be • only other I e Vl e mi th 
faculty tr us tee eve1· to ha\'e 
taught . at Wellesley. Miss ~e1· To Play Orga n 
Nersessian's predecessor. Dr. Lily 
Ross Taylor, i professor of Latin Sunday Evening 
and dean of the Graduate School / . . . . 
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2) ?resentmg for tl1~ secona time 
tradition will come to life on L .b $ JJ QJd 
Field Day aftern~on. I l e e s 
Cazenave, which has been B k J S JJ 
trailing Noanett by lec;;s than a I 00 s n ta 
point for many weeks has ud- 1 • denl · d fif ' . Tbe College Library offers du-
y JUmpe 1 teen pomts a- plicate books for sale at 25 cents 
head for first place. Noanett per volume in a bookstall -remi-
now has 88 points and Munger niscent of Paris outside the front 
hits third place with 75. entrance. There are books of 
Tennis Holds Final every description for every taste, 
Almost any dormitory still has very small, very_ big, in five dif-
a chance to win the plaque since ferent languages, first editions, 
final spring sports' reports have bindings of eighteenth century 
no~ been turned in. The plaque calfskin or pictorial gilt of the 
pomt system is based on skill nine1;eenth century, poetry, prose, 
and participation, with special and text books, ranging in sub-
emphasis on the latter. ject matter from the wisdom of 
Finals ot the tennis tourna- Epictetus to W. L. White's nar-
rative of the second \Vorld War, 
ment going on all spring will be-
gin the afternoon's activities. The They Were E x pendable. All proceeds go towards the pur-
match wm take place on the clrnse of new books, badly needed 
Central Street courts at 1 pm. for the Library, the book-budget 
Students l'lay Faculty having been exhausted because 
After the archery tournament of increased book prices. 
at 2:30, the House Plaque and Oper'ations began early Monday 
other A.A. awards including W's morning and will continue in ac-
wm be given away. Immediately cordance with 1 he law·s of supply 
following the awards will come and demand with frPsh stocl< 
the traditional baseball game, added as advisable. 
which the students, with rene\\'ed The Librarians unanimou Jy 
hope, except to win this year. approved the device of the book-
. this year an evemng of organ 
I 
music for Wellesley and the pub-
lic, Melville Smith, instructor in 
Organ here and director of the 
Longy School of Music, \Vill of-
fer a long and varied program 
in the Chapel next unday at 
8 p.m. 
· Beginning with a Toccata in A 
minor by Frobercrer, a 17th 
century German composer. and 
ending with the G minor Fantasia 
of Bach, Mr. Smith will include 
representative works from early 
and contemporary organ com-
positions. Sweelinck's Variations 
on the Dutch song, "Mein jimges 
Leben lwt ein End'' and an E 
minor Chaconne of Buxtehude 
will complete the early group. 
Closing the i"irst section of the 
program, Mr. Smith will play the 
Suite from the Livre d 'Orgiie of 
J . F. Dandrieu. The second sec-
tion will open with the Prelude 
and Fugue in E minor of Bach, 
and include Episode by the con-
temporary Copland, P 1· e Z u d e, 
F'ngue a11d Val'io,tions by Cesar 
Franck, and de Maleingreau's 
modern work based on plain song 
melodie , Opus Sacrum, in Na -
tivitate Doniini. 
NOTICE! 
Throughout the afternoon cokes stall significantly ugge ted by 
will be sold for the benefit of the Miss Sleeper of _the Music Li- A white pique banner, hand-
75th Fund. In charge , of the brary, moved, no doubt, by the embroidered with yellow tape, 
Field Day and of programs is nostalgic strC1ins of "April in has b0en stolen from the class 
Janet Meekins '51. Gwen Stose Paris" and "The Last Time I 1 of 1893. The theft was discovered 
'51 heads publicity, and Ginny Saw Paris." There was some on Tree Day when it was learned 
Stullken '52 is in charge of the slight dissension about the proper that the banner had been re-
food. situation, and a small but powe1·- moved from the class tree to 
,,....----------------. ful minori ty led by Miss King, which it was \vired. Members 
the Librarian, regretfully gave up of the class· request that anyone 
its choice of the banks of Long- having the banner, or knowing 
fellow Pond, bowing gracefully to where it is return it immediately 
the \.vill of the majority in the to the Alumnae Office. Alumnae 
The Wellesley Chapter of 
Sigma Xi is pleased to an-
nounce that the following new 
members were elected on May 
9, 1948. 
Full members: Miss Miriam 
Ayer, department of Mathe-
matics; Miss Nancy Weber, 
department of Astronomy· 
Miss Katherine Wells, depart-
ment of Hygiene and Physical 
Education. 
Associate members: Under-
graduate, Betsy Goodwin '49; 
Graduate, · Margaret I. Bern-
sau, Eleanor De Pauw, Mar-
garet L. G i 1 b e r t , Jean H. 
Hemmerly, Mu - Lien Hsueh, 
Joan Barker Melvin <Mrs. 
Harold W., Jr.), Mary Webb, 
and Laura D. Winchester. 
best American tradition. officials support this plea, com-
Wellesley will perhaps be menting that the theft is inex-
credited bv its 100th anniversary cusable and should be rectified 
with h~vii1g been the first t~ as soon as possible. 
follow the example of the Paris 
bookstalls which were first estab- The blue sports flag will fiy 
lished in the m1d··i'ieventeenth over Tower Court every day 
century. Twenty-five years ago that the we at her permits 
E. V. Lucas lamented the absence swimming in Lake \Vaban 
of bookstalls on the Thames Em- from now until the end of the 
bankment in the bookish city of term. stud en-ts may s' im 
London, and only a year ago from 2:45 to 5:30 when the 
Frederic Melcher of New York life-guard will be on dut at 
was pleading for stalls bordering 1 the boat-house. Free visitors' 
Bryant Park in back of the New I cards may be obtained from 
York Public Library, without I Heads of Houses and at the 
benefit of any river, or e'en of Information Bureau . 
a Longfellow Pond! ------------ - --i 
I 
Erike Grasselli, Slovenian, and 
Mal'ia Opasnow, Lithuanian, are 
the Displaced Persons who will 
enter Wellesley next fall as mem-
bers of the class of 1951, Mary 
Hugessen, chairman pro-tern of 
International Council revealed 
Tuesday night. 
Erike, born in Celju, Yugo. 
slavia, moved to Austria in the 
winter of 1945 and is now study-
in cr philosophy and philology at 
Karl Franzens Uviversity at 
Graz. She speaks, reads, and 
writes Slovenian, Serbian, Ger-
. man, English, Russia11, and Span-
ish, and is interested in mu ic, 
drawing, and sports. 
Maria Is Interpreter 
Maria, who since 1944 has been 
I living with her family in Wie • baden in the American zone of 
Germany, was born in Kauna • 
Lithuania, and is now a student 
of philology at the UniYersity of 
Mainz. From 1945 until 1946, 
she worked as seretary, interpre-
ter, and translator with UNRRA 
and IRO and was Chief of the 
Employment Office and Move-
ments and Accomodations Officer 
for UNRRA. 
Besides being a student, she is 
now working full time as inter-
preter and stenographer for the 
Civil Aviation Branch of the US 
Military Go\'ernment. She ha 
passed the interpreter's examin-· 
ation for Lithuanian. Russian, 
English, .and Genll.an and is f':l-
miliar wit> . . 1f9tJ:!. ,~i-st ' "cinnged 
German shortl ' ~~ ... ..--• ··-· 
College Helps Raise Funds 
Begun last fall as a project of 
the International Council, the 
dri\·e to bring DPs to Wellesley 
has been supported by the efforts 
of various campus organizations 
and the faculty, who exhibited 
their baby pictures for the cause. 
75th was in charge of raising 
the necessary $20,000, $5,000 of 
which has already been paid and 
the rest pledged. Betsey Ancker 
'49, former head of NSA, wa 
responsible, for applications. 
Betty Felsenfeld '.51 yvill meet 
the new students, provided they 
land in New York, and Barbara 
Winklestein '50 will open her 
home in Cazenovia, New York 
to them, if they arrh·e before 
school opens. 
The Faculty Committee on 
Scholarships has the pleasure 
of announcing that Harriet 
Sturtevant of the Class of 
1950 has been a warded the 
Durant .Memorial Scholarship 
for 1949-50. This scholarship 
was established many years 
ago by the officers and stu-
dents of the College in mem-
ory of the founder, Henr_y 
Fowle Durant. The recipient 
of this award receives one of 
the highest honors that the 
College has to bestO\.\'. 
'53 Class Hats 
To Match Grass 
'49 js the last in a long line 
of blue cla ses, for 1953 will 
adopt green as its official class 
color, as decided by a unani-
mous and enthusiastic vote of 
~enate last Monday night. 
Because blue is the college 
color, prevailing opinion indicates 
that another shade for '49's heirs 
will make the Freshman week, 
Vaudeville, Junior Show, rainy 
days, banner tealing, May Day, 
Tree Day, cla s meetings, Step-
singing, and hygiene lectures 
more colorful. 
Green class color will also en~ 
able members of 1953 to walk on 
the grass with greater facility, 
as their hats will blend with the 
countryside, and will be easier 
on the eyes of grass cops who 
think that green and blue clash. 
royaJ 
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WELL ESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, MAY 19, 1949 
VERDANT FRESHMEN 
In tacit agreement wit~ the senio_rs who in-
augurated Daisy Day o'n May 3 as a new 
college tradition because "Wellesley has so 
few," Senate broke loose Tuesday night and 
nroclaimed a new Wellesley custom. Gone 
~ill be the blue among the purple, yellow, and 
red of Wellesley's class caps. Wellesley 1953 
will enter college next fall a little "greener" 
than any preceding freshman class in histor y. 
NEWS has· campaigned heartily for years , 
fo r the substitution of green caps for blue 
because to us blue means Wellesley, not any 
special class. With "bright blue '49" about to 
graduate, and embryonic '53 not yet accepted, 
this was clearly the year to change. . 
NEWS doesn't even hesitate to recommend 
seriously a further step, also proposed by 
Senate Tuesday night. Why not have Wel-
lesley blue buttons on all the caps instead of 
the present class-colored ones? The buttons 
will clash with purple, we admit, but the caps 
.. '• " 
nght loudly anyway in aggregation, and their I "' "ot ll 1 011 h...o""' C' ·lt ,1"\('\ O' 'r bright jauntiness is the very thing we're at- \.JJ\ \ UJ~ uu"" ~ \ ... n 1 \A 
Special Iss ue Editor .......... . ..... Bra nwen B~il ey '50 
As ociate J\Iake-up Edito r .. . .. . ... . Eliza be th W einer '50 
Copy .Editor . .. . ... . . . ....... . K a therine MacDona ld ' 50 
· Norma Shill '50 tached to. 
NEWS extends its sympathies, in the face I ~ \ 0 \ I + \ ' 
of all this, to our fast retiring senior friends. 0' ~ p ~ +or 1 n t Q ~ 1 1 ro (.. - - -~ry-ou t Editor .. . .... , ........... . . . .. E leanor H elm '50 [~oJJ .. gia.te E dito r ... . .. .. .. . ............. J ean Wilcox ' 50 1',ile Editor .. . .... .. . .. , . . .. .... . ...... Barbara P owell '50 
Repor t er s : 
· Barb ara B lewer ' 51 
S usan B railoYe '51 
E ther Coke '51 
Anne F r ederick ' 51 
Georgen e Ma th ew son ' 51 
J u di th Maye r '51 
D orothy R oman ek '52 
Janet Sorg '52 
They will be the last Wellesley blue class to j "D f'"r'\ ~ ? 
graduate. We know it hurts, but naturally J a\ Sl_\ \ I l S ~ , 
B U INE BOARD we ~li~e~progre~ ! ~-------------------------~ 
ACADEMIC FREEDOM . 0Pl INI ~<ORlUJM·~ Freedom is a word that lives with us. We 
discuss it in Poli Sci, in Phil, in Education, 
-:as ino " Manager ................. . .. Marger y Sm ith ' 50 
Advertising Manager . . . . . .. . . . ... , . .. . A nne Vick ery ' 50 ' 
C irculation Mana~er .......... . . . .. .... . Evelyn SaYage '50 
Assi stant Credit Manager .. . . .. ...... An n e D anforth ' 51 
A si t ant Advertising Mana ger .... Carol yn Saunders ' 51 
A ·s istant Circn!ation l\iana ge:- ........ L inda Fie lding '51 
Office Manager ..... .. ......... . ... . . . . ... J oan Freed ' 51 
J Ju ine A s istants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maria nne Sha per o ' 52 
J ean Trebl e '52 
CHALLENGE 
and we think about it in our leisure hours. 
This week it came into the news when David 
Lilienthal, chairman of the Atomic Energy 
Commission, def ended the present system of 
selection of students for federal fellowships 
on the grounds that to allow political domina-
tion of education was to endanger "the prin-
The recent emergence of an atheist club ciples of freedom of thought on which this 
-0n the Wellesley scene has provoked com- country was founded." 
paratively lively interest. We have been The cause of Mr. Lilienthal's statement 
among the observers, and despite slight was a recommendation made by the National 
- 4ualms at the controversial nature of the 
subject, submit a few comments on and Research Council that a fellowship of $1,600 
around the new organization. go to Hans Friestadt, a naturalized German 
With regard to the actual club, ._ we find student at the University of Carolina who is 
ourselves experiencing a curious two-..fold reported to have acknowledged active mem-
reaction. On the one hand, its evolution does bersh ip in the Communist party. The selec-
not in itself seem alarming. We believe in tion of talented students for educational aid 
the right of the individual to express his 
beliefs, and we would not deny it to anyone. from federal funds has been delegated to the 
'On the other hand, we feel tnat atheism is National Research Council by the Atomic 
:not to be taken lightly; by its very nature it Energy Commissio:Q. Citing previous awards 
is a personal matter which demands serious to such men as E. 0. Lawrence, inventor of 
thought. We can foresee the danger com- the cyclotron, and Robert Bacher, former 
mon to any religious organization of degen- member of the A.E.C., Mr. Lilienthal de-
eration into fruitless and destructive think- clared the issue to be one of "how best to 
i.ng resulting in an unfortunate influence on operate a fellowship prog·ram," not one of 
girls who may not be atheists at all, but only national security. The fellowship tmder 
.students passing through a period of doubt consideration provides for study in a non-
.and confusion. - secret field, and in any case, he said, the po-
NEWS is not setting itself up, however, ~itical and .ec~nom_ic bel.iefs of ~ .s~udent are 
to attack the atheists. We are more con- irrelevant m JUdgmg his capab1htles for a.d-
eemed with the very real chall~nge offered ' vancing the cause of science. 
.here to so-called believers. It is very inter- In denouncing the use of · political criteria 
esting, for instance, to observe that the hon- in the determination of fellowship awards, 
est and forthright statement of a group of Dr. A. N. Richards of the Academy of Sci-
2.theists arouses our indignation when we ence warned that loyalty checks by the gov-
<>urselves may be content to let months and ernment of students applying for federal 
perhaps years go by without giving any indi- fellowships would create educational control 
eation of our own religious convictions. We of science "scarcely distinguishable" from 
are shocked when someone has the courage the system in use in Russia. But members 
to assert the non-existence of God. Yet how of the committee who disagreed with Mr. 
many of us have the cou·rage, or more prac- Lilienthal and Dr. Richards expressed the 
tically take the time, to assert positively belief that the government should not spend 
His existence? Furthermore, when we do public money on the education of persons 
become aroused about religion it is all too dedicated to its violent 'overthrow. The point 
often in a heated discussion in some crowded, strikes home particularly in view of the re-
moky room where thoughts become confused cent Communist declarations. 
During the years since its 
founding, in general our attitude 
toward the UN has changed from 
positive to negative. As a re-
sult, most of us make little in-
quiry into the activities of its 
recent sessions, and our refusal 
even to bother to evaluate the 
accomplishments of the UN is a 
kind of sophistication that does 
not speak well for international 
understanding. Conditioned by 
high school American History 
courses which so honestly told 
us about the failure of the 
League of Nations, and discour-
aged by the use that has been 
made of the veto, the public has 
decided that the results are not 
living up to expectations and are 
t here f or e not worth much 
thought. 
It w o u Id be unfortunate, 
though, to ignore the accomplish-
ments of the second part of the 
third session of the UN's General 
Assembly, now drawing to a 
close. There have been some 
notable decisions and discussions 
that hold promise of future co-
operation and unity on more 
questions. 
Many of us are misled by the 
customary lack of unanimity 
that marks the UN's activities. 
But this session proves that much 
can be said with force and to 
the point in spite of objections 
and dissensions. The lifting of 
the Berlin blockade has been a 
result of informal connections 
made possible by the UN. The 
significance of the Soviet over-
tures, of course, has yet to be 
determined. But no one can 
deny, in spite of all suspicions, 
that there has been something 
especially hopeful in Dr. J essup's 
and Mr. Malik's meetings. 
This meeting welcomed Israel 
as the fifty-ninth member of the 
UN, and it would have added 
Korea, but for the Soviet Union's 
veto. But the Assembly made a 
positive plea through its vote of 
43 to 6, on April 14, urging the 
Powers to exercise ruscretion and 
moderation in the use of the veto. 
It recommended that the Powers and emotional, and consist mainly of repe- There are as the discussion before the titior:s of stock phrases we have heard all Joint Atomid Energy Committee made clear, 
our hves. two problems at stake: the theoretical prob-
Fortunately this is not the complete pie- fom of academic freedom and the practical w Id N 
ture. We do have a Chapel cirgani~ation problem of federal aid to scientific education 01 eWS 
which · is constantly and earnestly. trying to for Communists. On the ideal level, Mr. 
with the veto right hold prior-
consideration on those questions 
that were liable to evoke its use. 
Many observers will declare that 
this declaration was a theoretical 
formality with no practical signi-
ficance. Nevertheless, the action 
demonstrated that a formal body 
of the UN was at last determined 
to stand in opposition to the 
abuse of the veto power, and 
implied in this declaration was a 
disapproval of that power as an 
unlimited right. We hope that 
a definition of the proper function 
of the veto power will be made 
in the near future. 
As the New York Times point-
ed out this week, in such 
questions as the Indonesian and 
Indian-South African disputes, 
which have been the centers of 
n:mch bad feeling, the Assembly 
sought for an area of agreement, 
rather than of disagreement. A 
thoughtful and constructive tone 
characterized all such discussions 
and decisions. The disagreement 
that characterized problems such 
as the disposition of the Italian 
colonies and the attitude of the 
member states toward the Gov-
ernment of Spain should not 
necessarily be the cause of criti-
cal feeling and disappointment. 
The differences were honestly 
held and faithfully expressed. In 
such an organization as the UN, 
that is the most that can be 
hoped for at the start; it will 
no doubt_lead to a better, more 
satisfactory examination of the 
questions. 
It is well to remember that the 
Assembly of the UN is a forum 
and a meeting-place. Surely we 
cannot declare that we know 
our international neighbors so 
well that an association of view-
points and interests from all over 
the world is unnecessary. Free 
debate of honestly-held opinions 
will enlarge our own perspective 
as well as that of those countries 
we would characterize as mis-
guided. It is not yet time for 
us to lose faith in common as-
sociation and free expression of 
our convictions. 
THIS WEEK 
IN BOSTON become more and more meaningful. But the Lilienthal's arguments are sound and they Communist forces in China fact remains that for many of us religion are appealing. We do not want "political concentrated their attack on. the 
becomes Jost in the shuffle of our everyday domination of education." We do not want Lunghwa international airwrt Only 38 cent.s or a date away 
lives. We don't have the time to give it to be like Russia. We want freedom in the outside Shanghai. Nationalist 1ie~ a mecca of entertainment, 
.sane, serious thought. We do not stop to academic sphere as well as in the political forces retreated from Hankow, Boston, ,which is filled with spots 
reason how it can be practically applied. and religious spheres, for we fee] that r.egi- Wuchang and Hanyang, but have of interest for every ttpe of 
repelled Communist . efforts to person from flower addicts . to Jn short, it seems rather inc<mgruous for mentation in one leads to regimentation in take Woosung, .. ten miles north jau fiends. 
us to be condemning the unbelief of others the others. If education is to be educatfon of · Shangh~i. Music . lovers are flocking to 
when our own belief is so casua.I. for f.reedom, it mu.sf itself be free. *· * * the Boston Pops' concerts, under 
W-e feel that this is essentially a personal Yet on the practical side we are conscious General Lucius Clay returned the baton of Arthur Fiedler, 
matter, but we also feel strongly that it is of a greater need for caution. There is the to Washington Tuesday from his which ar·e being held each nTght 
· post as commanding general .of throughout the month of May . in 
one which all . of us need to think through. possibility that to insure permanent freedom the United states . forces in Symph')ny Hall. ·1 
There has been enough talk about religious we must set limits to our immediate free- Europe and military governor of After three .years in New y01~k. 
' pathy on college campuses . . If we can have dom. · In some fields, limits have been set. Germany. H~ received a 1.7-gun Born Yesterday .• a comedy by 
ny right to answer the challenge of atheism, Our labor Jaws demand loyalty oaths by union salute on arnval. Gener.al George Garson Kan.in, has ~et.urned· to 
~ ·n h t t fi t- d fi d t h t I d · i..~~... f C . ffi . Hays and General -Clarence Boston and the Coloma! Theatre. e w1. · 3:_Ve ? sop . r~ ~n . n _ .. ou,. w a . ~a er-s:: ~use we ear ommumst a h~- Huebner, his successors in Ger- The play· "' tells the story · of a · e behENe. And the ptolile:rti of:lfa1'tf\ m 'God boh tly raoor groupe: - What -a.boat aeadem1e- 'many- pledged themselves· to con-:- ruthless · junk · dealer · his trip ·to js not one to be lightly tossed aside. : free.dom ?. Does it, too, require limits? (Continued on -Page ~.s.-CQZ. 3) <Contfmted on PO#~ a Col. 2) · 
'51 Triumphant 
Holds Big Prom 
Tree Day Night 
With their yellow banner hang-
ing triumphantly in Alum, the 
:sophomore · class was collectively 
happy Saturday night, May 14. 
They had beaten the freshmen 
to the tree, won the crew race, 
and their prom was a success. 
Chinese lanterns, coolies, and ser-
pents adorned the· Alum ballroom 
.as 275 couples danced to music 
by Hal Reeves. 
Gay young sophomores tripJ;?ed 
the light fantastic with escorts 
from Harvard, Yale, MIT, Am-
herst, and• Indiana University, 
and · were noticeably ab.sent from 
:Monday morning classes. As one 
remarked, "It's a good thing this 
.only happens once a year!" 
"Tycoons" Sing 
For the big event, the prom 
-committee had planned every-
thing except a three-ring circus. 
'The Harvard Business School 
'Tycoons" sang at intermission, 
receiving four encores, and the 
Well was lighted with yellow 
-candles inside hurricane lamps. 
Cavalcades left the campus on 
Sunday, bound for the Cape or 
North Shore. A few of the more 
hardy took off Saturday night, 
.and headed for Rockport, where 
beer and baseball were the big 
attractions. 
'51ers Take To Water 
Marblehead lured another group 
which, despite stiff winds, spent 
the afternoon sailing around the 
bay. The Coast Guard was al-
most summoned when one water 
bug failed to return, but the 
'51er and her Yale date explained, 
upon- docking an hour late, that 
"we thought we'd stay out till 
our time and money were ex-
hausted!" 
General feeling about the week-
end seems to have been summed 
up by a sleepy group of sopho-
mores late Sunday night. "This 
has been so much fun," one of 
them muttered, "that I don't 
ever want to go out from the 
kings of Israel." 
Newcomb Heads Committee 
Headed by Martha Newcomb, 
the prom committee members 
were Hildie Bleibtreu, floor; 
Carol Woodhouse, tickets; Dorie 
Perkins, publicity; Harriet John-
son music; Pa tty Loucks and Jer~e Brigham, decorations; and 
Helen Young, refreshments. 
Patrons and patronesses were 
lVIr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Den-
beaux, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Gale Mr. and Mrs.· Kwang-Won 
Kim,' and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 
Lacheman. Mrs. Stuart Robert-




by Gee Gee Mathe·wson '51 
Representing Wellesley at the 
Seven College Conference, hel9. 
.at Radcliffe April 30 and May 1, 
were old and new officers of 
College Government. Thes~ an-
nual meetings are held to discuss 
problems which the large nort~­
ern women's colleges have · m 
common. 
Small informal talks covered 
such topics as methods of bring-
ing students and faculty tog;ether, 
class-cutting, and the relation of 
Student Government to the col-
lege administration. Delegates 
reported that Wellesley is uniq":'e 
in having College Government m 
which students, faculty, and ad-
ministration cooperate. 
Colleges Discuss Finances 
Smith's "blanket tax" was dis-
-cussed as was Vassar's Student 
Education Committee, which 
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1) 
WANTED TO BUY 
Medium size wardrobe trunk in 
good cc;mdition. 
Please contact 
MRS. DOROTHY BRAVO 
Little House WEllesley 5-0626 
Vaca tion's Coming . . 
so arrange for 
Bicycle S torage 
NOW ... 
Bicycle Repair 
Bicycle Repa inting 
We Pick Up and Delive r 
THE COCKPIT 
HOBBY & BIKE SHOP 
1 . Cameron Place 
.· Well~sley 8 L. Mass. 
,, 
i 
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1950 IMPORT ANT 1950 
Orders for caps and gowns 
Must be placed now. 
Measurements will be taken in 
the C. G. offi.ce-140 Green 
Mon., and Tues., May 23-24 
12:30-5:30 
For further information see 
cla board. 
HORTICULTURE CLUBS 
ATTEND GARDEN DAY 
Flowers and plants, their com-
ponents and their functions took 
precedence May 16 at Wellesley 
College's third annual Garden 
Day, sponsored by the Botany 
Department. Intrigued guests, 
representing Massachusetts Gar-
den Societies wit:hi-n a radius of 
60 miles of Wellesley spent 
hours roaming through hot 
houses, admiring student draw-
ings, and audibly making future 
plans for their own roses and 
geraniums. 
Originated in 1946 at the sug-
gestion of the two local Welles-
ley Garden Clubs, the college's 
botanical day supplements the 
activities of the Garden Club 
Federation of Massachusetts. 
Invitees include important offi-
cials of the Federation and its 
affiliated organizations, as well 
as all members of the Wellesley 
groups. 
A very Discusses ttormones 
Outstanding on an agenda 
which inCluded laboratory dem-
onstrations, a special lunch for 
delegates at Munger, a tour of 
the Alexandra Botanic Garden, 
the Hunnewell Arboretum, and 
the College Greenhouses, and a 
film on lawn care, were two 
lectures given in Sage Hall by 
Dr. George S. Avery Jr., Direc-
tor of the Brooklyn Botanic 
Garden, and Dr. Harriet B. 
Creighton, chairman of the Bot-
any Department. 
In the morning address, Dr. 
Avery presented aspects of the 
use of hormones in horticulture, 
or plant development. Summar-
izing much of the material dis-
cussed in his recent book, Hor-
mones and Horticuiture, he cited 
ways of proaucing larger and 
healthier plants through these 
growth-aiding means. 
Creigh ton Attacks R ussians 
An attack on the Russian 
assertion that environment is 
the prime influence determining 
heredity was levied by Dr. 
Creighton. Describing the inci-
dents which lead to the disquali-
fication of all Russian geneti-
cists, and the suspension in Rus-
sia of instruction in genetics, Dr. 
Creighton stated that-"an argu-
ment has been devised by a lay-
man, which assumes the label 
of a scientific controversy, but 
which actually is a case of sci-
entific thought being dictated by 
a political party for political 
reasons. It ignores a hoary prin-
ciple of !;cience, which maintains 
that even if we disagree with 
certain results, we must accept 
them as truth if they have been 
establis}led by careful experi-
ment." 
In addition to the planned 
features · of Garden Day, guests 
were invited to look at demon-
strations of plant products, of 
destructive and medicinal fungi, 
and of ·grasses, fruits, and seeds 
which are of outstanding econ-
omic importanc€. 
COLLEGE TAXI CO. 
for 





'49 Will Vacate 
Senior~ 'Steps- At 
Friday Singing 
by Janet Sorq '52 
Tears and cheers wilt mark 
Friday evening, May 20, as '49~rs 
forget exams and papers at 
their last step singing on the 
Chapel steps. Much as seniors 
may deplore going out from 
Wellesley's "Halls of Learning," 
tradition decrees that they va-
cate their hallowed position on 
the steps to the incoming class 
of 1950. 
Songs selected for this nostal-
gic. affair, Dreese Pinanski '49, 
song-leader revealed, will in-
clude all the music written by 
the senior class for special oc-
casions during the past four 
years, and will be prin~ed in a 
special booklet. Most important 
will be Junior Show songs, re-
vived expressly for this event, 
and reminiscent, according to one 
work-worn senior, "of those good 
old easy days." , 
"I'm really looking forward to 
Friday night," exclaimed Dreese, 
who is concluding her initial year 
I Freshmen1 Sophs, Confuse Trees \As Hunter Collides With Oak 
as class song leader. "I guess Grace Gere, Tree D ay 1\Iistress and her Court 
it's the culmination of the w hole 
season as far as being director by Anne F1·ederick '51 escape enchantment by a vicious 
is concerned." Commenting that Two trees starred in the wizard and his army of gnomes. 
a late start and thin crowds had seventy-second Tree Day cere- Wittiest Get Raw Deal 
prevented fall and spring sessions monies last Saturday, as for the The villainous wizard subduea. 
from being as successful as ex- first time in the history of the a shout resounded from the 
pected, she added that Tree Day college, both freshmen ana sopho- branches of a tall pine in the 
ceremonies had proved most re- mores won the mad dash for the background, and two plaid-shirt-
warding. "You can't imagine freshman sapling simultaneously. ed backwoodswomen, Ruth Whit-
how wonderful it felt to have First to arrive at a youthful ing '51 and Blossom Appel '52. 
most of the school on hand and tree by Longfellow Pond, Polly Giver and Receiver of the Spade, 
singing at the same time!'', she Hunter, '52 president, secured a emerged from the bushes to deal 
remarked en_thusiastically. red cap to the branches as Fi with the shovel ceremony. 
Thurmondites In vade Steps Warren, last year's leader of '51, Indulging in a game of "Go 
Even though step singing was flung her yellow headgear at a Fish"' with a deck of large econ-
not as well attended this fall newly-planted maple shading the omy-size cards and a couple of 
and spring as normally, occasion- path by Lake Waban, while both fish poles, Ruthie and Blossom 
al crises aroused more than classes broke into earth-shaking calmly ignored the on-your-m&.1i.i. 
enough excitement. During the cheers. expressions on freshman and 
election furor, Dreese recalled, '52 Makes Q uick Switch sophomore faces until the Re-
ardent Thurmondites charged into Observing three sophomores ceiver's demand to "give me ell 
the unsuspecting crowd and con- heading for '52's red maple, Polly your ... SPADES!" set looose-
verted traditional procedures in- switched her course toward an- the mass stampede for the tree. 
to a veritable election rally. other seedling of the same Stars Play Double Role 
"Another time," she continued, species, but in the confusion, col- Wellesleyites and their guests 
"there was a huge rumor going lided with a red oak instead. moved to the shores of Lak~ 
around campus that Life maga- "What a mess!" was Polly's Waban for the day 's final event, 
zine was planning to write up only breathless comment, as be- while the Tree Day Mistress and 
step-singing for one of its issues. fuddled members of '51 and '52 a ballerina soloist ch·rnged royaJ 
Needless to say, everyone was desperately tried to determine robes and dancer's ~rrm for-
quite overwhelmed by the idea. the whereabout of the schizo- Wright and Ditson briefs to row 
I never saw so much rapid organ- phrenic tree. "It's so hard to for the crews of '49 and '50. 
izing and primping before in my tell the difference between reds '51 scored a second success as 
life. The only trouble was that at a moment's notice," demurred victors of the crew race as the 
Life never di.d show up, so we Fi. Daisy Mae skimmed across th~ 
all felt a little foolish the next Wizard Enchants Tree Day finish line closely followed l:.>Y 
morning." J.I · After the traditional march by '49, '50, and '52, respectivt: y. 
Plans Writing Career classes to form the Wellesley "It's wet in Lake Waban!" was 
Despite her present occupation, 'W" on Severance Green and the the dripping comment of '51 cok 
Dreese holds no ambitions for a address of welcome by Barbara Betty Gilbert, who by inchE$ 
musical career after graduation. Barnes, senior president, Tree saved '50's toxswain from a thi,-d 
A comp major, &ne_ . fotend$ to Day Mistress Grace Gere and her dunking. '·. 
spend her spare time writing court, Betty Blaisdell, Nancy '52 Dubs Boat 
plays and novels, not directing Briggs, Ellen Fezandie; and Vera I With a chemi try flask full of 
symphonies at Carnegie Hall. Stromsted, made their stately red soda-pop, Polly Hunter em-
"As a matter of fact," she ad- march to the throne. phatically christened ·52·::; . shell 
mitted, "I do like to sing, but Introduced by Audrey Grossart, Scarlet Fever, after the crews 
only before breakfast when freshman Tree Day Mist:r;ess, the had formed the traditional "VP·' 
people aren't listening. Maybe pageant "Wizard of the Woods," to the accompaniment of the 
someday I'll write a musical com- featured dolls children and rab 
edy, but believe me, I'll keep to bits capering' on the ' green t~ (Continued on Page 7, Col . . 11) · 
the script and lyrics, and let 
soneone else worr~ about . putting 
notes together!" 
Thouo-ht for Thursday 
Ha ts off to the !last! 
Coats off to the -Future! 
Seniors for 
COMMENCEMENT 
A Few Desirable Roo~ns have just 
become available . 
HOTEL WELLESLEY 
in the qua.re 
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~ CLEANSERS-TAILORS 
FURRIERS - DYERS 
FUR STORAGE 
Be wedded to 
nylon., bride or 
nof. T h e r e ' s 
never been any-
thi ng like it. To 
hasten the cause 
we sketch this 
matching duo. 
S I i p - in 40 
denier, nylon tri -
-cot, wh ite or pink 
with nylon net 





Furs are a specialty! 
Have them cleaned. renovated, and 
stored for the winter. 
.FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE 
14 CHURCH STREET 
WELLESLEY 
I I .. : ! 
-=....:... 
. - J , .· , .. ~ 
'1. ' r, j.'. ') " ) ~ : ! } ~ 
MASS. 
J, 
-- - 8.90 
Gow n :_ in 20 
denier . . . 12.90 
Sizes 32 to 40 
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WELLESLEY ARCHERS 
COMPETE IN TOURNEY Summer Freedom Speakers Deadlock . on Problem: 
Wellesley archers will take 
part in the twentieth annual 
W.omen's Intercollegiate Tele-
graphic Archery Tournament dur-
ing the week of May 16 to win 
their national ratings. 
Includes Study, . Christianity Versus Communism 
Competitors will come out as 
often as they can to shoot an 
ofilcial Columbia Round consist-
ing of 24 ·arrows shot at 50, 40, 
and 30 yards respectively. Each 
·contestant's highest score of the 
week will be sent to the National 
A:rchery Association which is 
spon.,,oring the tournament. 
Those scoring 425 will receive 
a · class A rating while those 
shooting from 350 to 424 receive 
a 'class B rating, and those from 
300 to 349, a class C rating. Re-
sults of last year's tournament 
b tought B ratings to Constance 
Sherburne '49 and Betsy Esben-
shade '50, and C's to Phyllis 
Shannon '50 and Muffy Fraser 
~49. -
N.A.A. chooses a first and sec-
ond team from the contestants 
according to geographical dis-
tricts of the US since the seasons 
in ..,ome districts are shorter than 
in . others. The first teams will 
Co)!)sist of the eight highes t 
scorers and the second teams of 
the nex.t eight highest scorers. 
Traveling, Work 
by Judy Maye1· '51 
No Wellesley student need 
spend half her summer figuring 
out what to do with the rest 
of it "this year. Posters and 
leaflets advertising everything 
from summer study to luxurious 
European tours flood campus 
bulletin boards, stressing that 
now is the time to put plans in 
final form. 
Useful or unusual opportunities 
do not always require travelling 
or well-stuffed pockets. New 
York City will be the scene of 
a three-day UN seminar from 
June 26-28, when approximately 
50 people gather for the 1ast of 
three such conferences in order 
"to understand UN and the re-
lation of the U.S. Government 
to it." 
Pursuing another line of inter-
est, students may join the Col-
lege Summer Service Group in 
New York between June 24 and 
August 15 for about $125 to "be-
come a part of the city of glorious 
achievement, of heartaches, ten-
sions, conflicts, and of cultural 
attainment." Curriculum includes 
30 hours per week of work in a 
social agency, plus forums with 
such notables as Harry Emerson 
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1) 
f; f . 
luckies' fine tobacc.o picks you up when you're 
low ••• ca lms you down when you're tense-puts 
you on t he Lucky le ve l! That's why it's.so important 
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE· MEANS FINE TOBACCO 
"We are involved in a hysteria 
where it is hard to come to any 
rational solutions," e x p l a in e d 
Prentiss Pemberton of the Stu-
dent Christian Movement in a 
discussion with Kenneth M. 
Baker, Amherst College Chaplain, 
on the question "Do Communism 
and Christianity Conflict? " last 
MonQay night. 
Although both men agreed on 
the difficulty of comparison be-
tween the two, since Communism 
claims to be a science, and 
Christianity is a religion, Mr. 
Baker said that the Christian 
could accept the reality of class 
struggle with the belief that it 
must be resolved for social and 
economic well-being in the world. 
Mr. Baker also suggested that 
"we have to face the possibility 
that we will have to choose be-
tween Communism and Fascism." 
Among prevalen t Christian atti-
tudes, he feels that that of coop-
eration with the Communist 
movement, ·in the hope that' 
"Christians can talk to Commun-
ists when they ask the questions 
of eternity that men always 
eventually ask," is the best posi-
tion to adopt. 
Admitting to a conflict on the 
metaphysical plane, the Chaplain 
added that the actual opposition 
arises between individuals, and 
that, as such, Christians can rec-
oncile themselves to working 
with the Eastern ideology, if they 
regard God as the final judge of 
their actions and maintain a gen-
uine concern for the preservation 
of the church. 
Communism Has \Va1· Ethics 
As to the question of ethics, 
Mr. Baker pointed out that 
Marxists, feeling the class strug-
gle a just war, have adopted a 
system of war ethics, much as 
did many Christians in . the last 
World War. Mr. Pemberton, 
however, remarked that Com-
munism must pre-suppose a war 
existence and can have no other 
kind of ethic. 
Dealing with Communism's 
tendency toward becoming a phil-
o ophical and religious system, 
Mr. Pemberton said that, under 
these ci rcumstances, there is a 
definite ideological conflict be-
tween it and Christian thought. 
"The latter has a realistic 
apocalypsism- that the tragedies 
of human life will be rectified 
at the Kingdom, while Commun-
ism holds that the ideal situation 
can be realized here on earth." 
In conclusion, Mr. Pemberton 
expressed the opinion that Com-
munists ought 1o be allowed free-
dom of meeting· in this country 
and that Christians should depend 
on the ability to make them a 
weak beachhead, politically and 
ideologically. 
-mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independ• 
ent tobacco experts- auctioneers, buyers and ware-
housemen-smoke Luckies regularly than the next two· 
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckiea .today! 
WBS To' Stress 
Feature, Music 
In '49~'50 Plans 
Television may be threatening 
the future livelihood of most 
broadcasting stations, but Wel-
lesley College Radio's 1949-50 
plans are bigger and better than 
ever, according to Prentice La-
Rieu '50, head of the organiza-
tion. By integrating more exten-
sive music broadcasts with live-
lier feature programs and utiliz-
ing the suggestions of the New 
England Radio Organization, she 
explained, Radio h~pes to satisfy 
and entertain every type of lls-
tener. 
One of next year's major proj-
ects will involve expansion of the 
r ecently initiated "Alison Ridley 
Shows." Produced by a special 
group as yet without official title, 
and directed by Alison Ridley '51, 
the program emphasizes preseni-
tation of dramatic scenes. "Our 
whole idea in this show," Pren-
tice pointed out, "is to give dra-
matic experience to those who 
want it, as well as to produce 
something really worth listening 
to." 
Two plays have already been 
given by the group. The first, an 
original sketch based on the life 
of Paul Revere, was Jent by Ali-
son's mother, who has done con-
~derable writing for natiopal 
networks. Mon day , May 16, 
Shaw's PygmaUon was presented 
by a joint cast of Harvard, M.I.T., 
and Wellesley actors. In the fu-
ture, the group expects to give a 
show a month. · 
Radio Seeks Long-Playing 
Records 
Another phase of Radio's plans 
is the purchase of special long-
playing records to maintain an 
unbroken broadcast of classical 
music during study hours. "We 
have the new-type victrola arm 
already," Prentice laughed. "Now 
all we want is something to play 
it on!" Naturally, she added, · it 
will be some time before the or-
ganization builds up an adequate 
library of the records needed for 
the project. 
Along wHh its own program, 
Radio hopes to strengthen its re-
lations with the New England 
College Radio, a group comprised 
of M.I.T., Harvard, Emerson, 
Radcliffe, Boston University, and 
other local schools. Tech origi-
nated the organization last year, 
Prentice revealed, by suggesting 
an informal meeting of college 
radio groups to discuss produc-
tion problems and to exchange 
ideas. 
Prentice Guards Youthful Duck 
"Believe me " she averred - "aft-
er that meeti~g we decid~d our 
organization was tops. One group 
was so complex that it even re-
quired a special committee for 
emptying ash trays!" Most prac-
tical aspect of the association 
will be the exchange of scripts 
Wontinued on Pa.qe 6, Col. 4) 
Elizabeth Waycott '49 to Edward 
Judd, Babson '48. 
Betsy Crane '49 to James Ar-
mour, Cornell '49. 
Bubert' s Photo 
Supplies 
FRAME SHOP 
Developing : : : : Printing 
ONE DAY SERVICE 
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FACULTY APPOINTMENTS , •• •. " ! .f'." •• ' ~ Leaders Attend DEAR FAMILY 
(Con_ .E:_nued from Page- 1, Col. 1) NSA Gonf ere nee . I know I haven't written in a 
_ . - -- -_-___ ...,.. ___ ..,,.....__ long time, but Tree Day Week-
fessor at Michigan State College, at t he University of Detroit and Winkler, Peter· Waring, a mem- end kept us all pretty busy. Be-
will hold the rank of assistant Bowdoin College. ber of the Bates College faculty, Wellesley delegates recently sides, remember that shiny green 
professor. Miss Mary G. Lloyd Thomas, will serve as director of the attended the Northern New Eng- stuff I told you Bones walked 
Arthur McComb, a member of lecturer in' English at Girton Choir, organist, and lecturer in land Regional NSA Conference through a while ago? And re-
the Wellesley staff in 1946-47, Cpllege, Cambridge, England, will music. Mr. Waring received both held at MIT Saturday and Sun- member how I said she started 
now with t he Massachusetts His- be a visiting lecturer in the Eng- the B.A. and the M.A. degrees day, May 14 and 15. The meet- to behave very oddly- scratching, 
torical Society, will be a lecturer, li'sh Department. She has been at Harvard. mg was held to E,valuate the and bouncing around all the 
as will Adrian Rubel, an "Associ- a staff fellow at Girton since Mrs. Ellen S. Haring, former year's program and to prepare time? I guess poison ivy must 
ate" of the Fogg Museum, a 1931, member of the Council instructor in philosophy at W~l- new delegates for the National be catching. But I'm really get-
member of the Visiting Commit- ·since 1933, and director of studies lesley, will return with the rank Congress which \\iU be at the ting to like the infirmary now. 
tee of the Boston Museum of in English since 1936. of assistant professor. She is a l •niversity of Illinois this sum- and they expect to take the 
Fine Arts, and Director of the Pierre c. Delattre has been ap- graduate of Bryn Mawr, received mer. . strait jacket off any day. I 
Boston Center of Adult Educa- pointed as a lecturer and Miss an M.A. from Radcliffe, and is Speaking at the conference was haven't decided when I'll start 
tion. Josephine L. Ott as an instructor a candidate for the Ph.D. from Al Goodloe, chairman of Harvard speaking to Bones again. 
Hyman Bloom, Boston painter in the French Department. A Harvard. NSA, who is also head of the Gee, Mom, whatever gave you 
who recently received a Guggen- professor at the University of Miss Charlotte Williams, who DP Sub-commission. He report- the idea that because I'm on 
heim fellowship, will be an in- Pennsylvania, M. Delattre is an was also a former instructor at ed that there are 179 places for academic and social pro, I 
structor t he second semester. authority on phonetics. His Wellesley, will hold the rank of DPs guaranteed in American col- wouldn't be allowed to go to the 
Frank Anderson Trapp, now ·a phonetic records are used at Wel- assistant professor in the Politi- leges for next year, and that Sophomore Prom? You should 
teaching fellow at Harvard Uni- lesley and he lectured here in cal Science Department. She is the New England coUeges had see how popular I 'am with the 
versity, and Miss Natalie E. 1948. The holder of the Ph.D. a graduate of Vanderbilt Uni- taken the greatest number. faculty here ; I'm sure they'd let 
Park, of Belmont, Massachusetts, degree from the University of versity and holds an advanced As successful as the DP project me do anything! Anyway, at 
who formerly taught at Lasell Paris, he has been for many degree from Columbia. Before were the Intercollegiate Arts least I got a lot of work done 
Junior College and was an officer years a member of the faculty coming to Wellesley she taught Festival, held in Boston this that night, with the dorm so 
in the WAVES, will also serve at Middlebury Summer School at Smith, the University of North spring, and the l;Iuman Relations quiet. Did I tell you that Bones 
as instructors in the Art Depart- and has published extensively. Carolina, and the University of Conference. Both of these will danced the whole evening with 
rnent. Miss Ott, a Wellesley graduate, Alabama. be repeated next year. "The her dress on backwards? She 
Mrs. Ellen Flesseman, who has has studied and taught in Paris William J. Cousins received his Human Relation.: Conference was insists that her date never no-
attended the University of Am- since her graduation. B.A. from Yale and is a candi- most valuable," declared Barbara ticed it, though he did keep say-
sterdam, Union Theological Sem- Joseph L. Sullivan, now a grad- date for the Ph.D. from that Winkelstein '50, "for it provided ing he couldn't tell whether she 
inary, · and the University of uate fellow of the Russiah Re- university. A holder of fellow- provoking thought on such edu- was coming or going. 
Leyden, will be an instructor in search Center, Harvard Univer- ships at Yale and Fisk Univer- cational problems as discrimina- But I wish you could have 
Biblical History.· She has been sity, will be an assistant profes - sity, he has been a . research tion and the philosophy of edu- come up for Tree Day. You 
the pastor of a church in North- sor - of history. A graduate of worker in race relations at the c .. 1~ion." know how I love to see you, and 
ern Canada and worked as a the University of Texas, he has Church of the Redeemer in New Plans for a.n "International · anyway I do need some more 
traveling representative with stu- done graduate work · there and Haven, and will be an instructor Weekend" were formulated . at money. Poor Bones had a hor-
dents in the United States. at Harvard. - in the Sociology Department. the conference. One hundred rifying experience which may 
Miss. Rhoda Garrison will be Miss W. Nadine Malm, a grad- New instructors in the Speech American and foreign students have perverted her for life. , In 
an assistant professor and Miss uate of Stanford University, will Department will be Miss Miriam will attend a football game, fact the Experimental Psych 
Dorris Hutchison an instructor in be an instructor and Miss Mar- Brady and Mrs. Katherine T. square dance on Saturday night, clas~ is making a study of her 
the Botany Department. A Wel- garet L. Reynolds a teaching as: Loesch. Since her graduation and go picnicking on Sunday. now. You know how the fresh-
lesley al mna of the Class of sistant in the Department of Hy- from Wellesley in 1947, Miss Wellesley delegates at the meet- men and sophomores race for the 
1939, Miss Garrison received her giene and Physical Education. Brady has been a graduate as- ing were Mary Hugessen, Jean freshman tree, and how if the 
M.A. from Radcliffe and her Miss Reynolds, a graduate of the sistant in spoken English at Archibald, and Barbqra Winkel- sophs get there first the fresh-
Ph.D. from Harvard in 1948. She University of ·North Carolina, is Brown University and is a candi- stein, all '50. men can't give their class cheer. 
is now a research assistant at now teaching at Sweet Briar Col- date for the M.A. degree. Mrs. Discussions of specialized prob- Well, it was pretty cloudy out, 
Harvard. Miss Hutchison. who lege. Loesch attended Swarthmore Col- lems were. conducted in commis- ( Continiied on Page 8, Col. 1) 
has held positions at Russell Sage Lecturer in mathematics will lege, the University of Washing- sions. These considered adminis-
College and Vassar, is now a be Miss Mary L. Boas, who holds ton, the Neighborhood Playhouse tration and finance, international MODERN DANCE! 
candida e for the Ph.D. degree a Ph.D. from Massachusetts In- School of the Theatre, and will affairs, student life a11d student 
at Rutgers University. stitute of Technology. She has receive an M.A. from Teachers government, and education and 
Miss Janice M. Cunliffe, who taught previously at the Univer- · College, Columbia, this June. She educational problems. 
has taken her graduate and un- sity of Washington, Duke Univer- has worked with many theatre 
dergraduate work at Mount Hol- sity, and Tufts College. groups, including the Hill.t~p •• 
yoke College and is now a grad- Theatre in Baltimore, the Civic 
Study with 
Humphrey • Horst • Limon 
Bales • Bettis • · Others uate assistant there, will be an Replacing for a year's sabbati- Drama Guild, and the Playhouse 
instruct-Or in the Chemistry D - cal leave Mrs. Margaret M. in Cedarhurst, Long Island. 
partment. Miss Ann D. Dubicke, 
who recently completed the work 
for the Ph.D. degree at New 
York University and has beld a 
position in the College of Den-
tistry at t he university, will be 
an ins ructor in chemistry. An-
other instructor in the depart-
ment will be Miss Roberta A. 
Stewart, who is a candidate for 
the P h.D. at Smith and has 
-served as a teaching fellow there. 
Miss Dargan Jones, Beverly J. 
Layman, and Patrick F. Quinn 
will join the English Department 
with he rank of instructor. 
Miss Jones received her B.A. 
from Bryn Mawr, her M.A. from 
the University of Chicago, and 
was a -raveling fellow at Bryn 
Mawr, where she is a candidate 
for the Ph.D. degree. At present 
she is eaching at Newcomb Col-
lege. A graduate of Roanoke 
College, Mr. Layman has done 
gradua e work and taught fresh-
man English at the University 
of Virginia and Harvard Univer~ 
sity. Mr. Quinn, who is now 
doing graduate work at the Uni-
versity of Paris, has also studied 
at the University of Wisconsin, 
Louisiana -State University, and 
Columbia University and taught 
DR. DANIEL M. COLMAN 
OPTOMETRIST 
Colonial Building 
23 Cenh'cl St., Wellesley BL Mass. 
Office Hours: 9:30 - 5:38 · 
Tel. WEilesley 5-1212-M 
Sun-dialed in your direction • • • our new and 
dazzl ing denims! Iridescent purple or rose, in addition 
to the favor ite faded blue ... iri just the. maximum or 
minimum styles for eager ton-seekers. Already known 
for sturdy wear, denim's new personality of shining color 
makes i t an indispensable I You'l I marvel at the budget 
prices, too ... 2.95 to 5.95. Hurry up, come in and see 
them! 
A Few Places on Chaperoned College Tour Available Till May 20 
Limited to Ten Members Each 
Covering England, France, Switzerland and Italy 
A - MAY H. LAUGHLIN de luxe tour - Saiting 
Tuly 6 -13 Weeks $2398 -ALL-INCLUSIVE 
B - CARONIA Popularly-priced tour - Sailing S. S. CARONIA June 27 
- 7 Weeks - $1,395 All-Inclusive 
. 
C - IT ALIA Popularly-Priced Tour--: Sailing S~ S. ITALIA to the M~di­
terranean June · 28- 9-Weeks -$1.435 All - Inclusive 
• • w • t • 
Itineraries Available in Room 242 Green Hall 
Career-minded girls from 209 
colleges enrolled last year for 
Gibbs secretarial training. 
Write College Course Dean for 
placement report booklet, 
"Gibbs Girls at Work." 
See the Festival! 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY-
CONNEC':i:_ICUT COLLEGE 
S C H 0 -0 L of the 
DANCE 
July 11 to August 21 
A M ~ R I C A N DANCE 
FESTIVAL 
August 12 to 21 
To be held at 
KATHARINE GIBBS CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEW LONDON, CONNEC'.fICUT. 
230 Park Ave. HEW YORK 17 90 Marlborough St., BOSTON 16 Pr ogram & Catalogite on Request 
51 E.Superior St, CHICAGO 11 155 Anaell St, PROVIDENCE 6 
SPALDING 
A Sf:MH'lNAL MATCH 
JN '1H£ B£V£~Y HILL~ TOURNCY 
W'E:tn' it> 102 GAM~ ..... AND 
LAS1'£04 HOURS MID45 MtMUTE:S 
-·~nmYHAD'JO FlMlSH UNDER 
THE LIGHTS ·' 
I 
.;. 
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SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES flnteIJec.tu.aJ.. ~11-t.husia_sm D~aws 
(c t . d 1 . . age 4 col. 2) i"express int~r_nationa1 friei:i~~hip" [Faculty to Dznne1-D1scuss1ons on. mue 7 om P · ' · with competitions and exh1bit10ns 
Fosdick and E_lean?r Roosevelt. I in sports and various arts. . . . At least four times a year 
Prospectors m , hterature may I Institu.tes on . human and po11t~- some 80 members of the Welles-
wander into any one of a number cal ~elat10ns will ocCUJ?Y the Um- ley faculty put aside deoartment-
f 'u ·t ' c f nces Kansas vers1ty of Denver du rrng its ses- -
o vv n er s .on ere . I sions on International Admini- al concer·ns and assemble for 
Univer ity holds one ~etwe.en stration and study ·of t he Soviet meetings of the Faculty Shop 
June 8 and 21; th.e UniversJty Union in July and August. The Club. An institution of 32 years, 
of Colorado advertises a ~ood Summer Institute for Social the club affords members a 
staff and gorgeous scenery fr_om Pro·_,.ress will take place in Wel- chance to hear of research done 
July. ·25 to A.-ugus~ 12; the Um- lesl~y, while in Riverdale, Nev.- by colleague::s, and generally to 
vers1ty of Missoun plans ~ con- York the Encampment for Citi- "taJk shop." fe~ence, and th.en ,there is the zenship will be held at the Currently headed by Miss Rob-~1dwe~tern Wri.~ers Conference Fieldston School between July .1 erta Grahame of the department 
m Chicago durrng d J~ly. d ~he and August 12, and Quaker pro)- of English the club's interdepart-
programs are stan. ar ize ' 1~- ects offer useful opportunities mental pl~nning . committee will 
valving workshops 111 ~1e. nov~~ from Mexico . to South, Philadel- announce officers for 1949-50 at po~t~y, short story, an JUven phia. t he last meeting of the year on 
wntrng. . Winter theater-goers may be May 25. The committee now _con-
European tou_rs, fast filling up, summer theater-makers at com- sists of Miss Grahame, Miss Mar-
r'.lnge from. five to ten we~ks ~n panies all over the country. The garet Boyce of the library staff, 
tune, and froi;n $500 to $2~00 m Cape Theatre at Cape May, New Ferdinand Denbeaux, Miss Mar-~am~um. Simmons and Stu- Jersey, offers apprenticeships (for garet Taylor, and Miss Judith 
dents Travel Club are amo'.lg $200 plus ) for a nine-week sea- B. Williams. 
the group t~avel burea~s, . ".V~ile son, with instruction in acting "The reason for the existence 
there are. prwate and mdivwual and directing. The Wellesley of the club," Miss Grahame ex-
tour openings as well. · Summer Theater plans a unique plains, "is - that members of the 
Budapest, Hungary, will be the season, details of which are avail- faculty can't help getting into 
location of the World Youth and able on the Barn board at the little niches, and we want to 
Student Festival from August El Table. know of work done outside our 
14-28, when workers, farmers, And for those who find recu- own fields. " A lecture, usually 
ana professionals assemble to peration under conditions of calm on a faculty member's current 
formation gathered a year ago in 
China; Miss Lucetta Mowry of 
the Department of Biblical His-
tory, who talked on the early 
liturgy of the Christian chu ch, 
and Miss Miriam Walther, who 
reported on current activities in 
her field of astronomy. 
Past meetings of the Faculty 
Shop Club have included a panel 
on current tendencies in the vari-
ous arts at which the late Miss 
Elizabeth Manwaring discussed 
poetry, David Barnett spoke on 
music, and Edgar Mayhew pre-
sented views and practices in art. 
Local color was presented from 
an academic viewpoint when Miss 
Ola Winslow spoke of her re-
search on proceedings in early 
New England town meetings, 
while Miss Hannah French of the 
1 i bra r y staff told of early 
achievements in bookbinding . . 
A lecture on radar was pre-
sented some years ago by ·Miss 
Louise McDowell, recently retired 
member of the biology staff. Last 
year, Jan LaRue illustrated his 
talk on the folk music of Oki-
nawa with native music played 
on authentic instruments brought 
back from the island where he 
was located during the war. 
and quiet advisable, there is an research in his or her special 
endless chain of resorts across field, follows dinner at the club's 
the country. Representative of meetings in Horton House. The 
these is Sun Valley in the sum- lectures ordinarily elicit "quite 
mer, ideal for riding, swimming, active questioning,'' Miss Gra-
tennis, golf, fishing, and even out- hame said. Panel discussions have RADIO PLANS 
door skating. For them as has occasionally replaced lec~ures on 
' 
on next year's travel 
Get a ''COLLEGE SPECIAL" Ticket 
next Fall. It gives you theadvancages 
of a regular reduced fare round-trip 
ticket. PLUS 10-day transit l imits 
permitting stopovers in each direc-
tion . PLUS a time limit long enough 
to cover the Fall term or both se-
mesters. In other words, the ticket 
that brings you back to the campus 
takes you HOME for Christmas ..• 
wich savings both ways! Your rail-
road ticket agent ac home will have 
.. COLLEGE SPECIALS" for stu· 
dents and teachers from August 15 
to October 15. 






:.I .All ROADS 
l~ • 
it, a week there now r.osts $75. the program. 
Three Shakespeare comedies The speaker and the subject 
will be given by the Earle Grey for the meeting next week have 
players of Toronto, Canada, at not been disclosed in advance, 
an Open Air Shakespeare Festi- according to the usual policy of 
val at Trinity College in Toronto the committee. Lectures this 
from June 27 to July 2. Tickets year have been given by Miss 
cost only $1, or six for $5, with .
1 
Mary Treudley of the Depart-
concerts of Elizabethan music in- ment of So~iology, who s.poke .on 







~ms ON t.V£RY 
RtCORD . 
(Continued f r om page 4, col. 5) 
and program suggestions af-
forded. 
A member of Radio in some 
capacity since freshman year, 
Prentice finds that her position 
as president virtually relegates 
her studies to the status of an 
extra-curricular activity. In ad-
dition to program problems, how-
ever, she has been harassed late-
ly by the responsibility of caring 
for two extremely active ducks. 
"They're really very sweet,'' she 
said hopefully as one scuttled 
across the bureau. "If they look 
a little peculiar, I think it's be-
cause they are going through the 
adolescent stage." 
Selections unusually good 
for 






Hamilton, Elgin, and 
Longines Watches 
• 








"Modern Architecture has a 
long history influenced especially 
by the Industrial Revolution and 
the mid-eighteenth century," de-
clared Professor · Kenneth Conant 
of the Fine Arts • Department, 
Harvard University, in a lecture 
on "The Archaeology of the yew 
Architecture" last Monday. 
In tracing the development of 
architecture from the middle 
seventeen hundreds to the pres-
ent day, the lecturer used slides 
to illustrate the various stages 
of structural change. 
"Crystal Palace" Resembles 
Greenhouse 
While the French architects 
initiated the movement to use 
metal and terra cotta in building 
cons t ruction, it remained for the 
British to employ these French 
ideas practically in their factor-
ies, noted Prof.es'sor Conant. 
Another medium of construc-
tion made its appearance in the 
nineteenth century when glass 
was used by Joseph Paxton to 
create his "Crystal Palace," the 
first modern building ever made. 
Resembling a gigantic nursery, 
this product of a greenhouse de-
signer burned down in 1936. 
Skyscrapc1·s Appear in Last 
Centm·y 
In the middle eighteen hun-
dreds, steel came into commercial 
construction allowing the devel-
opment of a new style of archi-
tecture- the skyscraper. "The 
Home Life Insurance Building in 
Chicago was an early type of 
this design," declared Professor 
Conant. 
Referring to Louis Henry Sul-
livan's "Wainwright Building," 
built in 1891, as the first perfect-
ly characterized structure, the 
lecturer pointed out that Sulli-
van's successor, Frank Lloyd 
Wright carried more dynamic 
versions of the Wainwright theme 
into his modern houses. 
'50 VOTES LEADERS; 
GRAY IS PRESIDENT 
Cheering step singers greeted 
the new officers of 1950 Tuesday 
night, May 17. They are Ibby 
Gray, president; Margie S tueck, 
vice president; Margo Thompson, 
secretary; Joan Smith, treasurer; 
Lydia Edes, Barbara Chrisman, 
and Nancy Tufel, executive com-
mittee ; Peg Baldwin and Dot 
Walker, factota . 
Let CARROLL'S Prepare You for 
the beach. EXTRA SPECIAL -
Bathing Caps 49c - Sun glasses 
reduced from $2.95 to $1.49 ...,... 
Suntan lotions and sunburn 
creams in abundance at 
CARROLL'S 
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'Mournersu Welcome Banner Bier NSA Seeks Free Internships Offer Varied Jobs, 
Encourage Government Interest (Continued from Page 3 Col. 5) 
class and college crew songs. 
Ending the ceremonies of Tree 
Day, 1949, the varsity crew gave 
an exhibition turn around the 
cour e, as the weather man 
dropped a cloud curtain and 
Apollo dimmed the footlights. 
'51 Receives Banner 
An unprecedented event struck 
the first festive note early Satur-
day morning, when the class of 
'52, wearing black crepe paper 
arm bands in a solemn funeral 
procession to the Chapel steps, 
carried the yellow banner of '51 
on a bier to return it to its soph-
omore owners. 
Three '51ers, dressed in robes 
of mourning, fell on their knees 
to join the keening for the sad 
fate of their class flag. Polly 
Hunter, with due ceremony, re-
stored it to the loving arms of 
LoJly Harding, '51 president. 
Hiding Place Is Unmolested 
Stolen from the upholstery of 
two sophs' still-bedraggled chair 
last January, the coveted banner 
remained until Saturday tacked 
underneath the dinner table of 
t he Head of House in Noanett. 
Committee heads for Tree Day 
w re: Chairman, CynthiFt K. 
Smith '49; Dance, Shirley Som-
mer '49 ; Programs, Phyllis New-
man '49; Costumes, Mary Molloy 
'50; Design, Ruth Mary Tupy '49; 
Finance, Joan Cristal '50 ; Gener-
al Arrangements, Georgia Beav-
erson '51; Schedules, Lillian Zach-
isson '51; Make-up, Nancy Mc-
owen '50; Music, Betty Bell '50; 
:and Freshman Consul ting Chair-
an, Cynthia L. Smith '52. 
Choreography for the dances 
as done by Shirley Munford '50, 
pwen Stose '50, Betsey Utter '51, 
Shirley Sommer '49, Genevieve 
Lam '49, and Nancy Burdick '51. 
Crew Selects Varsity 
Varsity crew was made up of 
Elaine Siegler '49, Janet Meekins 
r51, Helen Bradner '50, Margaret 
Mize '49, Jane Potter '49, Jeanne 
harp '49, Odette Hatch '49, Jes-
sie Godfrey '50, and Audrey Ship-
e '49. 
Class crews were : '49, Elaine 
Siegler, Mac Snow, Alice Ells, 
j\1:argaret Mize, Jane Potter, 
[f ea n n e Sharp, Odette Hatch, 
Grace Gere, and Audrey Shippee: 
50, Polly Pearse, Sally Martyn, 
f!elen Bradner, Priscilla Borden, 
Happy Woods, Alice Blaney, Mol-
ie Kramer, Jessie Godfrey, and 
etty Dorsey. 
'51's crew was Helen Carpen-
er, Jan Meekins, "Peter" Flem-
g, "Tex" MacMahon, Day Ely, 
Polly Taylor, Gretchen Frudden, 
Torchy'' Torstenson, and Bitty 
Gilbert; and Julie Shauffler, Barb-
~ra Lewis, Marijane Goodspeed, 
M:arcia Bramen, Louise Reinecke, 
iriam Sample, Ginny Stulken, 
olly Maish, and Ann Barriger 
ade up the crew of '52. 
ENGAGED 
~eria Kohl '49 to James Ryder, 
MIT '49. 
lebecca Peck '49 to Harries-
Clichy Peterson, Harvard '46, 
Harvard School of Business 
Administration '50. 
argaret Penning '49 to Henry 
H. Arthur, Harvard '46, Har-
vard School of Business Ad-
ministration '50. 
~neke Posthumus '49 to Jan 
Buyser, MIT '49. 
j/'Y.i:~;.x;-·:-:·'.····, 1 Wellesley Home ':7~tt:'.:,}: .. G" : For Foreigners 
'49 Uarches On 
DER NERSESSIAN 
(Continued from P age 1, Col. 3) 
of Bryn Mawr. The other faculty 
NSA would like to find free 
housing in the town of Wellesley 
from June 29 to August 16 for 
four European students, two ac-
tors, and two playwrights who 
will be studying with Eldon 
Winkler at the Wellesley Sum-
mer Theater. 
These students, from England, 
I reland, France, and Denmark, 
are coming to this country under 
the auspices of UNESCO and the 
Collegiate Council for the United 
Nations. Selection of the art-
ists. which will be tnade by the 
Ministries of Education in the 
various countries and United Na-
tions authorities, is not as yet 
final. 
trustee was Miss Amy Hewes, V • St d t 
professor of Economics and Soci- 01Ce U en S 
ology at Mt. Holyoke. p t R •t . I 
Miss Der Nersessian was born resen eCl , Q 
in Constantinople, where she lived . . 
with her uncle, the late Arch- . In an mformal concert :ruesday 
bishop Ormanian, a patriarch of mght at T?E, seven v01~e stu-
the Armenian church and politi- 1 dents of M1_ss Olga ~vermo of-
cal leader of his people until the fe~ed a vaned ;ep_etoire ~o cu1-
outbreak of the first World Viar mmate the years mstruct10n. 
forced the family to flee to Sophia r Participating in the event were 
and later to Geneva. She began Carol Jenkins '52, Ann Leete '51, 
her studies at the University of Marjory Pennell '49, Jackie Tashl 
Geneva and in 1919 moved to '52, Patricia Pratt '50, Dorothy 
Paris, receiving the degree of Stock . '50, and Alice Walz _'49. 
License es Lettres at the Sor- Selections by Brahms, _ Samt-
bonne in 1920, the Diplome Saens, Bizet, Debussy, and Mous-
d'Etudes superieures in 1920, the sorgsky were featured. 
Diplome d'Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes in Paris in 1926, and the 
Docteur es Lettres at the Sor-
bonne in 1936. She received this 
last award, the highest scholastic 
degree conferred in France, with 
highest honors. 
In 1938 she was awarded the 
Prix Fould by the Institut de 
France, Academie des Inscrip-
tions et BeJles Lettres, for her 
manuscript "L'IJlustration du Ro-
man de Barlaam et Joasaph." 
The same year she also received 
the Prix de L ' Association des 
A new tradition was born 
on May 14 when Grace Gere, 
Tree Day Mistress, wore for 
the fir t time a silver neck-
lace donated to the 75th by 
Vasanti Asirvatham '48. All 
future Tree Day Mistresses 
will follow the custom of 
wearing Vasanti 's necklace. 
Ten juniors will gain experi-
ence in the working of the fed-
eral government when they begin 
sumn1er internships in ·Washing-
ton on June 15. Sponsored by 
the Department of Political Sci-
ence, internships are available lo 
qualified students fer the sum-
mer of their junior year. 
Owen S. Stratton, assistant 
professor of Political Science, re-
cently announced the names of 
interns who will spend the six 
week period in various branches 
of the government. They are 
Claire Conover, Joyce Fineman, 
Norma Joseph, Mary Kohn, Caro-
lyn Lefevre, Barbara Lans, 
Norma Shill , Nancy Tufel, Sarah 
Willingham, and Patsy Wohlge-
muth. 
Interns Have Varied Jobs 
Stationed in such varied posi-
tions as the Republican National 
Committee, the NLRB, and the 
office of Representative Helen 
Gahagan Douglas, interns keep 
tern is open to all, not just Polit-
ical Science majors, Mr. Stratton 
emphasized. In the past, even 
philosophy majors have gone to 
wor k in the Capitol, and this 
year three of the girls are non-
majors. 
Public Administration Is Valuable 
Although many of the interns 
have been placed in executive 
agencies such as the Bureau of 
Prisons and the Legis1ativ~ Ref-
erence Division, Mr. Stratton 
feels that those without relative-
ly specialized prepar.ation would 
not be satisfied in simiJar po,si-
tions. He recommends a course 
in Public Administration for 
those who particularly want to 
work with the executive branch 
of the government during their 
internship. 
"I'm not trying to plug my 
own course," he continued, "but 
it certainly simplifies my place-
ment problem. " 
regular office hours, but receive Peg Baldwin '50 to Jack Easton, 
no pay. "They get to know the Harvard '49, Harvard Law '52. 
ropes and people in Washington Larry Scl1eidler '50 to Bert Lang-
though, "Mr. Stratton comment- er , Harvard '50. 
ed, "and that's an experience in Dorothy Hills '49 to Robert Shu-
itself." maker, Cornell '49. 
Some of this year's group wili ----------------
stay at the Meridian Hill Hotel, 
while others will be at the 
YWCA. Once each week Mr. 
Stratton will meet the group at 
dinner, where a representative' 
from one of the offices will talk 
informally and answer questions. 
R.ep. Douglas Entertains Interns 
Two years ago, Representative 
Douglas brightened the interns' 
lives by introducing them to 
Washington social life. After ar-
ranging a dinner for them, she 
saw that they met political big-
wigs and were on a local radio 
program. 
Opportunity to become an in-
St. Paul Men's 
CHORAL GROUP 
4th Annual Concert 
SOLOISTS: 




Sunday Eve., May 22 
St. Paul's Parish Hall 
Wellesley 
Etudes Grecques for "Manuscripts 
Armeniens Illustres." 
In 1931 and 1936 she combined 
her work at Wellesley College 
with that of Visiting Lecturer at 
New York University, and she 
was Visiting Lecturer also at Co-
lumbia University in 1936. She 
gave a series of lectures at the 
Pierpont Morgan Library in New 
York in 1936, and in 1942 another 
In keeping with 
the purpose of the 
"GOOD NEIGHBOR FLEET" 
series of lectures at the same 
library for the Ecole libre des 
Hautes Etudes. · 
She is the author of numerous 
articles pertaining to her .field of 
specialization, By z a n t in e and 
Armenian Art, and has been a 
member of the Board of Dir ec-
tors of the College Art Associa-
tion of America. She is a mem-
ber of the Societe d'Etudes 






"Good Neighbor" service by t he S.S. 
BRAZIL, S. S. URUGUAY and S. S. 
ARGENTINA was originally estab-
lished to stimulate better acquaintance-
ship with the lands and peoples of 
South America. This announcement is 
in keeping with that purpose-designed 
tO make it easier if or students and 
teachers from the United States to visit 
the nations of our~great siste1· continent. 
Grecques, P a r i s; Seminarium 
Kondakovianum, Prague; the So-
ciety of Byzantine S t u d i es, 
Athens; the Medieval Academy 
of America, and the Archaeolog-
ical Institute of America. 
and TEACHERS 
Vera Stromsted '49 to Jere Mes-
erole, Princeton '44. 
Daphne Voss '49 to Warren C. 
Fisher, MIT '49. 
Barbara Crandall '5u to James 
Bryan MIT '49, MIT Graduate 
School '50. 
in 38-Day Cruise and 
Round-Trip Fares to 
The Perfect Wrap 
for every outfit 
SOUTH 
AMERI~A 
The special reduction will he made 
available only to those who supply cre-
dentials of eligibility and wilJ apply to 
minimum-fare First Oass accommoda-
tions and Cabin Class accommodations 
on1y. It will he offered throu.gh the 
Summer vacation period, and to mem-
bers of the teaching prof essioo on sah- . 
batical )eave through the December 2, 
1949 sailing. 
In addition to applying to 38-Day 
Cruises, the special fare reduction will 
also he offered with 2 and 4-week stop-
overs. Arrangements permit a 2-week 
stopover at any South American port or 
two 2-week stopovers at two different 












..4.l&o Special 2-Week and 4-Weeh 
Swpover A.~rangements 
A great .opportunity to Tisit tho 
fascinating lands of South America 
during the best seaeoo of the year. 
Mild, sunny ·: weather, ideal . for 
~ighteeeing, prevails from June 
thtough Sept.,ber; cities .are at 
their moet active; colt~al and 
llOCial 8Q80D8 _are in f~ •wing. 
, Cemult..Our 1A.lffltori..Z -Tl'Oflfll A,_,. w 
I ; ! • ~ ~. f 
· accommodations for the stopover ~­
riods are being established. , 
Sailing3 from New York 
S. S. ARGENTINA, June 3 
S. S. BRAZIL, June 17 
S. S. URUG\1AY, July 1 
' 
filene's 1 ~~JJOllE,~B¥ACK and ~,,. other .· FrUlay ther~fta , ! . _.Visiti~g: RIO • SANTOS ~AO PAUW ·MONTEVIDEO 
BUENOS ~IR;ES TRINIDAD 20 Broad S~~ • BRANCH OF THE WORLD'S 
L~ ~G~t ~~C~'fYf~T_qi\£ 1 · . • _,, l :.- { ~ : ~ i,. 
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(Continued from page 3, col. 1) 
plays· an important role in the 
college. Representatives agreed 
that the freshman orientation 
program at Wellesley was ex-
cellent, but . that there was a 
problem in getting upp~rclassmen 
into extra-curricular activities. 
"The conference was valuable 
for many reasons," declared Mary 
Kohn, president of CG. "We not 
only exchanged ideas, but dis-
covered that others had problems 
jtijlt as we do." Attenumg the 
meeting from Wellesley with 
Mary were Nancy Evans, Judy 
Wolpert, Jane Addams, and 
Teedy Thorington. 
Required Meetings Are Prob1em 
A stumbling block for all the 
colleges was the question of re-
quired meetings. Many of them 
have required class and mass 
meetings,· and some have required 
chapel. All were impressed with 
the freedom given Wellesley stu~ 
dents in these matters. 
(Continued from page 2 col. 4) 
Washington to buy the politic-
ians, and his e en tual failure. 
Han Plays At SaYoy 
In the realm of movies, the 
choice is almost w1limited, with 
some outstanding foreign films 
on show such as the Italian film, 
Four Steps I n . The Clouds, a 
Marcel Pagnol movie, Cesar, and 
the J. Arthur Rank production 
of Red Shoes which is now in 
its twenty-sixth week at Boston. 
Now"stomping at the Savoy for 
those who love Dixieland or at-
mosphere is Edmund Hall and his 
compatriots, while Sophie Tucker 
gives forth at the Latin Quarter. 
Other Boston hot-spots are offer-
ing their usual fare for an · idle 
evening. 
Sox Play CleYeland 
The more athletically inclined 
also can find a weal th of oppor-
tunities in Boston. The two big 
league teams are getting into 
full swing although the Braves 
will not be playing any home 
games this yveek end. But at 
Fenway Park, the Red Sox will 
take on Cleveland and Detroit. 
Racing has come to Suffolk 
'(Continued frorn page 5, co l . 5) Downs, which can provide an en-
and Bones had been drinking a tertaining afternoon for tired stu-
lot of coke, so she did look kind dents, and .at the ~oston Arena 
of green. I'm not quite sure how wres~lers will fight it out on the 
it happened, but one of the t evening of May 19. 
DEAR FAMILY 
freshmen thought she was the Ladies Will Visit Graves 
tree. When the stampede ended Tours of Boston planned by the 
• it didn't take too long to get the Grey Line Company provide a 
red ribbon off her neck, but I condensed view of historical and 
think all that artificial respira- contemporary Boston life with 
tion had a strange effect on her. bus rides passing through Scollay 
Now she walks around with Square, past Paul Revere's home, 
maple leaves in her hair. Do and stopping at Old Ironsides. 
you think there is something Trips begin at the Copley Plaza 
wrong? and last from an hour and a 
Guess I'd better say goodbye half to fi ve hours. . 
since I'm not used to writing in The usual run of Boston Art 
(Continued from page 2, col. S) 
tinue General Clay's policies. 
* * * 
The National Labor Relations 
Board overruled the statement of 
General Counsel Robert N. Den-
ham that all businesses, even 
local ones, are subject to its jur-
isdiction. The Board was of the 
opinion that it had the right to 
dismiss cases where an interrup-
tion of work would have an in-
appreciable effect on commerce. 
* * * 
The Treasury Department's 
newest s~ings-bond drive was 
officially launched in Independ-
ence, Mo. It will run until June 
30. 
The Senate, under pressure 
from President Truman, passed 
legislation to clear the way for 
reorganization of the executive 
branch of the government accord-
ing to the recommendations of 
the Hoover commission. Accord-
ing to the bill, which was passed 
by voice vote, either branch of 
Congress could veto any reor-
ganization plan. 
Galleries are open with a special 
attraction including works of 
New England artists at the Jor-
dan Marsh Art Gallery beginning 
May 23. Also open to the public 
are certain antiquarian societies' 
houses including that of the .So-
ciety for the Preservation of New 
England Antiques . 
Perhaps of special interest to 
Wellesley students will be an ad 
appearing in Your Weekly Guide 
To Boston: "Group of mature 
ladies who spend Friday after-
noons exploring old graveyards in 
and around Boston want to in-
terest others. Box 3007, c/ o 
Guide." 
Complete Line of 
Spring Sports Equipment 
Ten~is our Specialty 
New line of girls' loafers 
and saddles 
Torgeson & Camelli 
SPORT SHO 
24 Grove Street 
Sanitone Dry Cleaning 
a ssures your clothes of perfect clea ning and general 
g ood treatment. They come back looking like new. 
LAKE WABAN LAUNDRY 
Located on College Grounds 
Reach us by college phone. Our truck is at y our 
house every day. Our student represen~atives in 
each house will help you. 
a strait jacket like this. , At -r;:- ----------------------------------------------------------
least no Zoo teacher can ever . T OPS WITH THE TOP STARS IN HOLLYWOOD AND WITH COLLEGES TOO-
say my toes became vestigial 
for lack of use. My nurse is so 
sweet; she must like me better 
than all the other patients, be-
cause she keeps saying she'd love 
to give me a dose of strychnine. 
Tomorrow I am going to look up 
strychnine in the dktionary and 
see what kind of candy it is. 
T. .. uff Agn~s 
p s What would vou say if I ~ .. 






FRI. & SAT. MAY 20 & 21 
Joel :'\lcCrea-Zachary . cott 
"SOUTH OF ST. LOUIS" 
Abbott & Co tello 
" IN THE NA VY" 
7-Day Engagement 
Beginning Sunday, May 22 
Leslie Howard -'Vencly Hill er 
"P Y G M A L I 0 N" 
Ronald ~eagan-J<Jleanor Parlrnr 
"THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE" 
Colonial Theatre 
NATICK, MASS. 
Matinees 1 :4.5 - Evenlng1 '1 :U 
Sundays Continuous S-11 
NOW THRU SATURDAY 
Joan Fontaine-James tewart 
"YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY"_ 
-also-
Dan Dailey-Cele t e H olm 
"CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY" 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY 
:Richard Widmark 
Lionel Barry more 
"DOWN TO THE SEA 
IN SHIPS" 
-also-
lVilliam Bendix-Barbara Britton 
"COVER UP" 
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY 
June Allyson-Pete r Lawford 
"LITTLE WOMEN" 
-also-
Henry l\lorgan-Ru d y Vallee 
"SO THIS IS NEW YORK" 
ST. GEORGE 
FRAMINGHAM 
Mat. 1:45 - Eves. Cont. 6:30 
Sunday Cont. 1 :30 
NOW 'I'IIRU SATURDAY 
Jeanne Crain-Linda Darnell 
Ann othern 
"A LETTER TO THREE WIVES" 
-also-
"TARZAN'S MAGIC FOUNTAIN" 
Sun., Mon., Tues. May 15-17 
John Pay n e-Gail Russell 




Tom B1·own in 
"DUKE OF CHICAGO" 
Wf'd . to ~at. May . 18-21 
Van Johnson-Loretta Young 
"MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN" 
11When you smoke CHESTERFIELD 
you get a Milder, cooler smoke. 
That's why it's My Cigarette / 1 
~.£~ 
"B RIDE OF VENG EAN CE" 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
